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ABSTRACT 
We consider transient continuous time Markov chains P(t) with P~l(0) = qdI,i for 
i 7~ j and ,  q, for i = j. We assume 0 < q~ < oo for all i. Then 1/q, is the mean time the 
process remains in state i, and H is the transition matrix of the imbedded jump process. 
We let q be a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries q,. 
A non-negative function h is P(t)-excessive (invariant) if h > P(t) h, (h = P(t) h) 
for all t. It is H-superregular (regular) if h > Hh (h = Hh). Our main results characterize 
the excessive functions of the minimal process in terms of q and/-/. These results can 
also be used to characterize excessive functions of certain non-minimal processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our  goal  is to study excessive funct ions o f  a Markov ian  t rans i t ion 
matr ix  P(t), with a given denumerab le  state space S ---- {i,j, k,...}. That  is, 
P(t) is a fami ly  o f  matr ices,  for 0 < t < 0% such that  
P(t) >~ O, (1.1) 
~P(t ;  i , j )  ~ 1, (1.2) 
P(t + s) = P(t)P(s), (1.3) 
lim P(t )  = 1. (1.4) 
t--)0 
~:ollowing Fel ler  [4], we write the r ight-der ivat ive o f  P(t) at 0 as 
= q( /7  - -  O,  (1.5) 
where /7  is the transi t ion matr ix  o f  the imbedded jump process (hence 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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/ / ,  = 0), and q is a diagonal matrix with values qi, so that 1/qi is the 
mean time the process pends in state i before a jump. 
We require that 0 < qe < 0% that H be a substochastic transition 
matrix for a discrete-time Markov chain, and that the first Kolmogorov 
equation be satisfied. This assures that/-/describes the jump process of 
P(t), and that there are no absorbing or instantaneous states. It will be 
important for us not to require that H be strictly stochastic; in other 
words we allow the process to disappear from a given state. 
We will follow Feller in dealing with Laplace transforms of various 
time-dependent quantities. In general, vectors and matrices with Greek 
letter subscripts will represent Laplace transforms. The most important 
transforms will be: 
Pa = e-a~P(t) dt, 
0 
da = (M + q)-l, a diagonal matrix, 
I L  = q d : I ,  
Na = ~ Ha% 
n=0 
According to Feller [4, Theorem 3.1], a family of matrices Pa, for 
A > 0, represent the Laplace transform of a Markovian P(t) which 
satisfies the first Kolmogorov equation (P'----QP) if and only if the 
following four conditions hold: 
Pa/> 0, (1.6) 
APal ~< 1, (1.7) 
PaP, = Pa -- P, (1.8) 
(I -- Ha)Pa = da, (1.9) 
where 1 is a column vector of all ones. The first three equations correspond 
to (I.1)-(1,3), while the last equation is equivalent to the first Kolmogorov 
equation. Equations (1.4) and (1.5) follow. The second Kolmogorov 
equation, in Laplace transform form, is: 
Pa d-~X(I -- Ha) = I. (1,10) 
This does not hold, in general, for a Markovian P(t), but the weaker 
condition 
Pa d-;l( I -- Ha) /> I (1.10w) 
does. 
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In the pioneering work [4], Feller considers the problem of describing 
for a given /1 and q the various P(t) satisfying one or both of the 
Kolmogorov equations (1.9), (1.10). He introduced two boundaries, an 
exit and an entrance boundary. The jump process can take an infinite 
number of steps in a finite time. The exit boundary then serves to give it 
a position after the eo-th jump. The entrance boundary has to do with 
restarting the process. The part of the exit boundary that is reached in 
finite time is called the active part. Feller treats in detail the case in which 
this active part has at most a finite number of points and in addition a 
dual finiteness condition is imposed on the entrance boundary; Feller 
makes heavy use of the resolvent operator F = Paf for  a bounded function 
f. For a Markovian P(t) the range of this operator must be independent of
A. Feller shows that the range of the operator can be characterized by 
certain boundary conditions that the functions must satisfy, different 
processes having different boundary conditions. 
Chung [2] has studied the same problem from a different point of view. 
He uses the Martin exit boundary. He distinguishes the processes in 
terms of their behavior between times at the exit boundary points. He 
assumes only a finite active part for the exit boundary, but makes no 
assumption about the entrance boundary, and in fact makes no explicit 
use of this boundary. A somewhat similar discussion of this problem may 
be found also in Williams [8]. 
Finally, at the 1966 International Congress of Mathematicians, Dynkin 
[3] reported on a treatment of this problem using the Martin entrance and 
exit boundaries following the approach of Feller. He assumes again a 
finite active exit boundary and, while he utilizes the entrance boundary, he 
also makes no restriction on the entrance boundary. He describes the 
various processes which satisfy the first Kolmogorov equation for a given 
/7 and q in terms of the boundary conditions on the range of the resolvent. 
We are indebted to Dynkin for the opportunity to discuss his results 
before their publication. We have also benefited from conversations with 
Gene Denzel in preparing this paper. 
Our principal aim is to study the question: How does one find and 
classify the excessive functions of a given transient P(t) from knowledge 
o f /7  and q, and what corresponds to the well-known representation f a 
non-negative superregular function as a sum of a regular function and a 
potential (see [5, Chapter 8])? We Will answer this question for the mini- 
mal process (see Section 2) for arbitrary/7 and q, and for all P(t) for a 
special class of choices o f /7  and q. We will, of course, be forced to con- 
sider the fundamental question of what P(t) exist for a given/7 and q. 
Associated with our Markov chains there are two different classes of 
non-negative functions which are analogous to harmonic, superharmonic 
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functions and potentials. The first class are those associated with the 
discrete time Markov chain determined by H. We call these regular, 
superregular, and potential functions, respectively. That is, 
h is superregular if h >~ Hh, 
h is regular if h = Hh, 
h is a potential if h is superregular, and 
lim H"h = O. 
The second class are functions associated with the entire process P(t). 
We shall call these excessive, invariant, and potential functions, respec- 
tively. That is, 
h is excessive 
h is invariant 
h is a potential 
if h >~ P(t)h for all t, 
if h ---- P(t)h for all t, 
if h is excessive, and 
lim P(t) h = O. 
~oo 
If there is any danger of confusing the two types of potentials, we will 
write "H-potential" for potentials of the discrete Markov chain. 
To avoid unessential technical complications, we will assume that the 
states of the/-/-chain communicate. For example, this will assure that, if 
h is non-negative, non-zero, and superregular, then h is strictly positive. 
Essentially all of the results relating to the construction of the minimal 
and non-minimal processes that we use can be found in Feller [4]. How- 
ever, we have included proofs for ease of reading and because we believe 
that in several places our proofs are more direct. 
2. THE MINIMAL PROCESS 
There is a well-known result, due to Feller, that there is a unique 
minimal solution of the first Kolmogorov equation, and that this solution 
automatically satisfies the second Kolmogorov equation. We begin with 
a simple sketch of the derivation of  the minimal process for any H and q. 
For fixed A > 0, the matrix Ha is the transition matrix of a transient 
Markov chain. This assures that Na is finite-valued, and that the minimal 
non-negative solution of (1.9) is: 
• t n  _- Na aa. (2.1) h 
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(See, for example, [5].)One shows, similarly, that (2.1) is the minimal non- 
negative solution of (1.10). Feller in [4] shows that this implies equation 
(1.8). Clearly, (1.6) holds, and hence we need only check (1.7). 
We will apply the representation theorem to the superregular function 1. 
We will call the regular part va: 
Va = lim/-/a'*l. DEFINITION. (2.2) 
The representation f 1 relative to the chain/'/a then takes the form: 
1 =va+Na' ( I - -Ha)  I 
or  
1 = Va + APParel + pr~lny (2.3) 
where y = q(I -- H) l - -and  y = 0 i f /7  is stochastic. We note that (2.3) 
implies that p~nIn satisfies (1.7). Thus we have shown the existence of a 
unique minimal process, which satisfies both Kolmogorov equations. It is 
the process P(t) whose Laplace transform is given by (2.1). 
We will need some additional properties of the functions va, which we 
derive at this time. From the definition (2.2), Va is a non-negative H a- 
regular function which is bounded by 1. We note that Ha is increasing as 
A $ 0, hence Va has the same property, Also Va ~< 1. Thus we may pass to 
the limit: 
v = lim va. DEFINITION. (2.4) 
h-~0+ 
Since each Va is bounded by 1, so is v. From the Ha-regularity of va we 
obtain 
HVa = (I + ,~q-1)Va, 
and hence by monotone convergence, 
Hv = v. (2.5) 
But then 
va = 17;% <~ Hanv <~ /-/anl. 
If we let n tend to infinity, and use (2.2), we see that 
va = lirn /'/a~v. (2.6) 
From (2.5), ( / -  Ha)v = Adav, hence v is Ha-superregular. And if we 
represent v with respect to Ha,  we obtain: 
v = l im Ha"  + da ), 
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or  
( I  - -  he~ TM) v ---- v~.  (2 .7)  
LEMMA 1. I f  v is a constant funct ion c l ,  then c : 0 or 1. 
PROOF: Let v ----- cl. Using (2.6) and then (2.2), 
va : linm Hancl  = eva. 
Hence either va : 0 for all h > 0, in which case v : 0, or c = 1. Q.E.D. 
3. THE h-PROCESSES 
Let h be any positive superregular function. The h-process for H is 
defined by: 
hi  ' 
or letting H be the diagonal matrix with Hi~ = h~: 
H n = H-1HH.  (3.1) 
This is a substochastic transition matrix, and it is stochastic if and only if 
h is regular. 
Let us find the minimal process determined by H n and the old q. Using 
only the fact that diagonal matrices commute, we obtain 
Ha h ~- H-I17aH, (3.2) 
Na ~ = H-1NaH,  (3.3) 
p~,min = H-1p~nlnH. (3.4)  
Among the positive regular functions the minimal  functions play a key 
role in boundary theory. A positive/-/-regular function h is said to be 
minimal if 0 ~< h' <~ h, for another egular function h!, implies that h' is 
a constant multiple of h. The h-processes formed by minimal regular 
functions are particularly significant, since they may be interpreted as 
"conditioning the process to go to a given boundary point" (see [5, 
Chapter 10]). Our first theorem is a zero-one law for such processes. It
will be interpreted in the next section, after we have introduced a boundary. 
THEOREM 1. I f  h is a minimal  regular function, then v ~ = 0 or 1. 
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PROOF: Form the h-processes /7 ~. From (2.5), /Thv h - -  v h. Using 
(3.!), I I (Hv  ~) = Hv h. Hence Hv h is also a/-/-regular function. And since 
v h is bounded by 1, Hv h <~ h. Hence Hv ~ = ch, or v h = cl. The theorem 
follows from Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 
4. THE EXIT BOUNDARY 
The Martin boundary of a denumerable transient Markov chain is 
used to describe the long-range behavior of the chain and to represent 
regular functions. In general the boundary is relative to a starting distribu- 
tion/3, such that/3N is finite and strictly positive. The theory tells us that 
almost surely the process goes to a boundary point or disappears from a 
state in S. It also serves to represent all non-negative regular functions 
integrable with respect o/3. (See [5, Chapter 10].) 
Since we have assumed that the states communicate, we may start the 
process in a fixed state. The boundary will then be independent of the 
choice of the state, and we obtain a representation of all non-negative 
regular functions. 
Let us say that the process starts at state 0. The boundary consists of a 
set of ideal points B = {x}. Harmonic measure/z is a measure on B such 
that if C is a subset of B then/~(C) is the probability that the process 
started at 0 goes to a point in C. With each boundary point x, we associate 
a function h (~, and almost all functions h (~), relative to/z, are minimal 
regular functions. If  h is any positive regular function, /z h is harmonic 
measure for its h-process, then 
h = c fB  h(~) dtzh(x)" 
A boundary point x is said to be minimal if h (*) is a minimal regular 
function. I f  such an h (~) is used to form an h-process, then it goes to the 
boundary point x with probability 1. 
We use Theorem 1 to classify our minimal boundary points: 
I f  v h(') = 1, then x is a fast  boundary point. 
I f  it is 0, then x is a slow boundary point. 
(4.1) 
We let B e be the set of fast boundary points, and B~ the set of slow points. 
This partitions the set of minimal boundary points. 
This partition differs from the usual "active-passive" partition of the 
boundary in that our classification depends on properties of the conditioned 
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processes. The definition usually given for "active" boundary points is 
only determined up to a set of harmonic measure 0, and hence may leave 
"most" boundary points unclassified. All minimal boundary points are 
classified by our definition. 
Before proceeding further, we will give an interpretation of some of the 
Laplace transforms, and use this to interpret Theorem 1. Each of our 
transforms is the Laplace transform either of a probability of a certain 
event at time t, or of the probability time-density of such an event. 
For example, Ha(i,j) is the Laplace transform of the density of a jump 
to j at time t, starting at i. Thus f/a n bears the same relation to the n-th 
jump. But in a continuous time chain infinitely many jumps may occur in 
finite time. Let ~- be the time of the o)-th jump. We call this the time when 
the process "reaches the boundary," since we may identify the completion 
of ~o jumps, almost surely, with the reaching of a minimal boundary point. 
Thus (2.2) says that v~ isthe Laplace transform of the probability density 
of reaching the boundary at t. And (1/h)va is the transform of the prob- 
ability of having reached the boundary by time t. 
da(j, j) is the transform of the probability, starting at j, of still being at j 
at time t. Hence from (2.1), pmin~i., a t ,J) is the transform of the probability, 
starting at i, of being a t j  after a finite number of jumps. This shows that 
the minimal process may be characterized by the fact that it stops when 
the boundary is reached. Non-minimal processes are characterized by 
their behavior when the boundary is reached. 
Just as p~ain is the transform of P(t), ( l / ) t )P~ in is the transform of 
G(t) = fo P(u) du, (4.2) 
whose i-j component is the mean time spent in j up to time t for a process 
started at i. Thus we obtain a simple interpretation for (2.3). Divide 
through by A, then the equation is the Laplace transform of the identity: 
Probability of having reached the boundary by time t q- probability that 
minimal process has not stopped by t § probability that process has 
disappeared from a state S before time t is 1, 
The interpretation of (2.4) is that v(i) is the probability, starting at i, of 
reaching the boundary in finite time. Thus Theorem 1 may be interpreted 
to say that, if we condition the process to go to a minimal boundary point 
x, it is either almost sure to reach it in finite time, or almost sure not to do 
so. The former are the points we called "fast," the latter are the "slow" 
boundary points. 
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5. EXCESSIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE MINIMAL PROCESS 
The Laplace transform versions of the definitions of excessive, invariant, 
and potential functions are" 
h is excessive if APah <~ h, (5.1) 
h is invariant if APah = h, (5.2) 
h is a potential if APah --~ 0 as A -+ 0, and h is excessive. (5.3) 
(For proofs see, for example, [7].) 
We will characterize all non-negative functions that are Pmin-excessive. 




A(I + HA) dah <~ hNadah <~ h. 
AHadah ~ qdah 
H(hda)h <~ h. 
If we let h --~ or, hda --* 1, and thus Hh ~ h. This proves that a pmin. 
excessive function must be H-superregular. 
Conversely, suppose that h >~ 0 is/-/-superregular nd non-zero. Then 
h > 0, and we can form the h-process and the corresponding minimal 
process, as shown in Section 3. Then 
and, from (3.4), 
hPa~'mlnl ~ 1, 
h. 
Thus we have shown that a non-negative function is Pmin-excessive if and 
only if it is H-superregular. 
To obtain non-trivial superregular functions, we must assume that/-/ is 
transient. Hence the boundary theory sketched in the last section is 
applicable. Let 
G rain = lim Groin(t) = lim p~nm. (5.4) 
t->~ a-~o § 
Then Gmln(i,j) is the mean total time spent in state j by the minimal 
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process, if it is started at i. Since N = X/-/" is finite for a transient chain, 
from (2.1) 
G rain = Nq -1 (5.5) 
is finite, and hence pmin is a transient process. 
Let h be pmln-excessive. Multiply (5.1) by P, and apply (1.8) to obtain 
the result that ~tP~ainh is monotone increasing in A. Thus the function is 
invariant if and only if 
lim hp~ninh = h. (5.6) 
a~O + 
Let us suppose that h is the minimal regular function corresponding to
a boundary point x. Then/./h is stochastic. Hence from (2.3), 
vah = (l -- )lPa h'min) 1. 
Thus, from the definition of fast and slow boundary points, 
lim 2tP~'mlnl = 10 for x fast, 
a-,0+ for x slow. 
And, from (3.4), 
lim hP~Inh = {O h for fast, (5.7) 
a-,o+ for slow. 
Therefore, the minimal function h is a potential if it corresponds to a fast 
boundary point, and is invariant if it corresponds to a slow boundary 
point. 
Let us return to a general positive excessive function h. Since it is 
//-superregular, we can apply the standard decomposition to it. Let 
(I -- H)h = f ~> 0. Then 
h = N f+ r, where r is non-negative and/-/-regular. (5.8) 
The first term equals Groin(q f ) ,  and is a classical potential. To the second 
term we apply the boundary theory representation, but split the boundary 
into fast and slow parts: 
r = c J ,  h '~' d/x'(x). 
Let r I be the integral over Bf and r8 the integral over Bs 9 Then r = rl + rs. 
58zl313-5 
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By the above argument, re is a potential--though not of the classical 
type--and r~ is invariant. 
We summarize the results of this section: 
THEOREM 2. A non-negative function h is pmin-excessive if  and only f 
it is H-superregular. [ f i ts  decomposition with respect o H is 
h=Nf  +r ,  
then its canonical decomposition with respect o pmin is 
h = Gmin(qf) q- r s q- rs, 
where r has been written as the sum of  an integral over B I and one over Bs 9 
The first term is a classical potential, the second is a new type of  potential, 
and the third is invariant. 
We may now answer how, from knowledge of / - /and q, we may find the 
excessive and invariant functions of pmin. Since the excessive functions 
are the H-superregular functions, no knowledge of q is necessary to find 
them. However, to find the invariant functions we need to know how q 
splits the boundary of 17 into fast and slow parts. The function r is in- 
variant if and only if it is/-/-regular and in addition r = rs, that is/z ~ is 
concentrated on the slow part of the boundary. 
For example, we can now settle the conditions under which pmin is 
stochastic (we have equality in (1.2)). This means that  the function 1 is 
invariant, which in turn means that H I  = 1 and that harmonic measure 
/z is concentrated on B~. Or, we can let h ~ 0 in (2.3): 
1 ~--- v -}- llnv q- Grainy. (5.9) 
Thus we see that v is the fast part of the regular part of 1, and that 1 is 
invariant if and only if v ---- y = 0. Thus pmin is stochastic if and only if 
H is stochastic and the process cannot reach the boundary in finite time. 
The decomposition theorem also helps us clarify the relation of poten- 
tials for the minimal process and potential supermartingales introduced 
by Meyer [6]. Meyer calls a non-negative supermartingale zt a potential if 
E[zt] ~ 0 as t tends to the lifetime of the processl I f  h is excessive for P(t) 
and Yt are the sample paths of a P(t) process then zt = h(y~) is a super- 
martingale. I fh  is a potential then zt = h(yO is a potential supermartingale 
in the sense of Meyer. In the theory of Meyer a special class of potentials 
called potentials of class D play an important role. I f  h is a classical 
potential for the minimal process Yt then zt = h(yt) is a potential super- 
martingale of class D. If  h is H-regular then h is a pmin potential if and 
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only if F~(Bs) = 0. I f  this is the case zt = h(yt) is of class D if and only if 
/z h is absolutely continuous with respect o/~. This provides a simple way 
to obtain potential supermartingales which are not of class D. 
6. THE ENTRANCE BOUNDARY AND EXCESSIVE MEASURES 
So far we have concentrated on superregular and excessive functions. 
There are duals of all these results for measures. 
If  H is a transient Markov Chain, then its entrance boundary B* is 
defined relative to a reference functionfsuch that Nf  is positive and finite. 
And all regular measures Osuch that pf is finite may be represented in the 
form 
O = c f 9 p(~ duo(x), 
B 
where the measures o (~) are minimal regular. Since we have assumed that 
our states communicate, we may choose f to be of finite support, and 
hence we obtain a representation for all H-superregular measures. 
The analog of the h-process for measures is the p-dual chain formed 
with a superregular measure p: 
//CJ = Pfl-/idP, 9 
We can now imitate our previous proofs, using the entrance boundary in 
place of the exit boundary, and p-duals in place of h-processes. 
The dual of Theorem 1 is: I fp  is a minimal regular measure, then v0 for 
the p-dual chain is 0 or 1. This allows us to partition minimal entrance 
boundary points into fast and slow points. A fast entrance boundary point 
x is one such that vp = 1, that is, the p-dual process is almost sure to reach 
the boundary in finite time, while for slow x the dual process is almost 
sure not to do so. 
A non-negative measure q~ is Pmin-excessive if and only if 
h~oP~ atn ~< % 
And we have similar analogs of (5.2) and (5.3). 
The dual of Theorem 2 may also be obtained by a step-by-step imitation 
of the proofs of Section 5, using B* in place of B, and duals in place of 
h-processes. It takes the form: 
A non-negative measure 9 is pmin-excessive if and only if 9q is H-  
superregular. I f  the decomposition of9q with respect  ~  is 
9q =/3N + p, 
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then the canonical decomposition of 9 with respect o pm*n is 
q0 = fiG min + plq -1 + p~q-1, 
where the integral representation fp has been split into integrals over the 
fast and slow parts of B*. The first term is a classical potential, the second 
is a new type of potential, and the third is invariant. 
7. NON-MINIMAL PROCESSES 
Let us return to equation (1.9). Its most general non-negative solution is 
Pa = N~da + Xa, 
where the first term is p~n~n and the second matrix must be non-negative 
and each of its columns must be HA-regular. From (1.7) we further deduce 
that the columns of Xa are bounded. We must therefore characterize the 
non-negative, bounded, HA-regular functions. 
LEMMA 2. I f  h & H-regular and 
ha = (I -- AP~ in) h, (7.1) 
then ha is Ha-regular. And ha is 0 if and only i.f h = ha. 
PROOF: 
Hah = qdMh = qdah. 
( I  - -  1L) h = ~dah. 
Hence, h = Na(Adah) + ha, where ha is HA-regular. And if we solve 
for ha, we obtain (7.1). The last result follows from Theorem 2, since 
hA = 0 is by (5.2) equivalent to h being Pmin-invariant. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. /fha is a bounded Ha-regular funetion, then there is a bounded 
H-regular function h such that (7,1) holds and h = hi.  
PROOF: Hha = q-t d;~H~h~ = (I + hq -1) hA, 
( I -  I1)ha = --Aq-lha. 
Thus ha is H-subregular, and hence H'ha is monotone increasing and 
bounded. Let h be its limit as n -~ ~.  The limit is a bounded H-regular 
function. We represent ha with respect o H: 
ha = h -- N(Aq-lha), 
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or  
h = (I + AG rain) ha. (7.2) 
We note, incidentally, that N must be finite if ha ~ 0, and hence/-/must 
be a transient chain if there is a non-zero, non-negative Ha-regular func- 
tion. If G rain is finite, we deduce from (1.8) and (5.4) that 
(l  -- ~p~nIn)(i _1_ AGmln) ---- L (7.3) 
Hence (7.1) is satisfied. We decompose h into ht-q-hs, and Lemma 2 
tells us that hi also satisfies (7.1). Q.E.D. 
Thus every bounded, non-negative, Ha-regular function ha arises from 
a bounded, non-negative, H-regular function h (with h = hi) through the 
relation (7.1). And each column of X,~ must be such a function. Therefore, 
if there is no fast exit boundary point, ha must be 0, and hence Xa must be 
0. In this case pmin is the only process satisfying the first Kolmogorov 
equation with respect o the given H and q. 
We wish, in this paper, simply to illustrate the extension of the previous 
results to non-minimal processes. We therefore restrict ourselves to the 
simplest case in which non-minimal processes exist. 
ASSUMPTION. / ' /and q are chosen so that there is exactly one minimal 
fast exit boundary point (called ~)  and no entrance boundary point is fast. 
In this case the only/-/-regular functions with h ---- hl are multiples of 
the minimal function corresponding to ~.  Such a function is the fast part 
of the regular part of 1, which we know from (5.9) to be v. Hence the only 
eligible H-regular functions are multiples of v. Thus a column of Xa must 
be of the form 
c( I  - -  )~p~,In) v =cva ,  
by Lemma 3 and by (2.7). Of course the constant may depend on A and 
on the column. We introduce the measure cpa , so that ~oa(j) is the constant 
for the j-th column for the given A. Thus, 
xa( i , j )  = va(i) ~a(j), 
and hence 
Pa ---- p~nin q_ va~~ 9 (7.4) 
We will now use conditions (1.6)-(1.8) and (1.10w) to find necessary and 
sufficient conditions on 99a for (7.4) to yield a process. 
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First we note from the proof of Lemma 3 that our assumption implies 
that/7 is transient. (That is, i f / / i s  recurrent, hen pmln is the only process.) 
Thus we may make use of the Martin boundary theory. Let r be the 
regular part of the function 1. From boundary theory we know that 
r = f h ~ dt~(x). 
B 
From (5.9) we know that v = r l .  And since there is only one fast boundary 
point, 
v ---- h~~176 (7.5) 
Since v is not zero,/z(oo) > 0. 
We will also need the concept of a fine boundary limit. There is a 
topology on S plus the boundary, known as the fine topology, which has 
the property that any superregular function h has limits in this topology 
at almost all boundary points (with respect o/z). (See [5, Chapter 10].) 
Since/z(oo) > 0, each h has a fine limit at oo. Potentials always have 0 fine 
boundary limits. Thus 
fine lim N(i, j )  = O. 
Since Na(i, j)  <~ N( i , j ) ,  the same is true for Na, and hence for p~in. 
fine lim P~ln(i, j )  = O. (7.6) 
From the fact that 1 must have boundary limits of 1, and (7.5), it is easy to 
show that 
fine lim v(i) ---- 1. (7.7) 
And from these two results, together with (2.7), we see that 
fine lira va(i) = 1. (7.8) 
Finally we obtain from (7.4) the key result 
fine lim ea(i, j )  = ~oa(j). 
i---> oo 
(7.9) 
That is, ~a describes the behavior of the process after it reaches oo. 
We now obtain conditions on q~a by taking fine limits of the Pa-condi, 
tions, and applying (7.9). 
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We have already used (1.9). Conditions (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), and (1.10w) 
yield: 
~o A/> 0, (7.10) 
Acpal < 1, (7.11) 
9AP, = 9A-  ~0, - -  A ' (7.12) 
r d-;l( I - -  HA) ~> 0. (7.13) 
Conditions (7.10) and (7.13) state that ~oad; x is a non-negative Ha-super- 
regular measure. 
We have shown above that, if there is no fast exit boundary point, then 
there is no bounded Ha-regular function. The dual of this result is that, if 
there is no fast entrance boundary point, then there is no non-negative 
Hr regu lar  measure pa such that pal is finite; From our assumption and 
(7.11) we therefore deduce that ~oAd~ -1 must be a Ha-potential measure. 
That is, 
cpa d-~ 1 = rlaNa , rla >~ O, 
or  
Q Drain ~A = ~A~A , rla >I 0. (7.14) 
Substituting from (7.14) into (7.12), 
rlap~nin _ rl,pmtn = (, _ A) rlaP~atn(P mtn + v,9,) 
= - P ,  + (vA - v,)~o,), 
from (1.8) and (2.7). 
/3,P rain = rla(I -- (vA -- v,)/3,) pro1,. 
r l ,N,  = rla(I -- (va -- v,) t3,) iV,. 
If  two potentials are equal, their charges are equal. Hence 
rl, = rlA(I (vA - v,)/3,). 
Let r -- 1, rl = fl i ,  mx : 1 + rlx(vA -- vi). Then 
rla : marl, ma = 1 + marl(Va - -  Vi). 
Thus 
1 
mA = 1 +/3(v l  - vA) '  
rip,In 
/3~>0,  O<l+r l (v~-vA)< ~.  (7.15) ~0A = 1 + rl(vl - vA) '  
And, of course, 13 :~ 0 for a non-minimal process. 
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Let us now see what condition (7.11) imposes on/3: 
Using (2.3), 
/~/3P~ lltnl N-~ 1 + /3(/)1- /),/)" 
/3(1 - -  va - -  p~iny)  ~ 1 -1-/3(v 1 - -  Va), 
/3(1 -- vl -- pr~ny) <~ 1. 
And, if we let h go to o% 
/3(1 -vO ~< 1. 
Letm = 1- -  /3(1-- v0 > 0. 
/3pmln 
qh = m-k /3(1 - -va) '  
/3~0,  m >/0, /3(1--Va) < c~. (7.16) 
And, of course, the denominator cannot be 0, but iffl is not 0 this is always 
true. 
We can now check that, if we substitute (7.16) into (7.4), the resulting 
Pa satisfies all conditions. Thus the most general process, under our 
assumption, is determined by the choice of a measure/3 and a number m, 
satisfying the conditions in (7.16). 
THEOREM 3. Under our assumption, the most general non-minimal 
process is determined by the choice of a non-negative number m, and a non- 
negative, non-zero measure/3 such that/3(1 --/)a) < m for all h > O. The 
Laplace transform of  the resulting process is 
Vail ] p~nln. (7.17) 
Pa = [1 q-- m q-/3(1 /)a) 
We would like to point out that, although our assumption requires that 
/7 be transient, and hence pmln is transient, his need not be true for P. Let 
A --~ 0 + in (7.17): 
= [i +m -/))]  mln. (718  
Thus P is transient if m +/3(1 -- v) > 0. But if v = 1 and we choose 
m = 0, then P is recurrent. 
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8. EXCESSIVE FUNCTIONS FOR NON-MINIMAL PROCESSES 
We will find all non-negative excessive functions for a process given by 
Theorem 3. If P( t )h  ~ h, then Pmin(t)h ~ h, hence h must be/'/-super- 
regular (and hence if h :~6 0 then h > 0). But this condition is no longer 
sufficient, as we will show below. 
First let us represent h with respect to pmin, remembering that the only 
regular functions uch that r ---- r~ are multiples of v: 
h = Gmin(qf) + cv + hs.  (8.1) 
From this we deduce that the fine boundary limit of h, at o% is c. We 
therefore write c = h~o. Multiply (8.1) by AP~ nin, and simplify by means of 
(7:3) and (2.7): 
= - -  •  h . aP~lnh (a m~n- e?~n)(qD + ho~(v v~) ~ ~ 
Using the fact that hs is Pmin-invariant, 
If h is P-excessive, 
hpr~lnh ~- h - -  p~nln(qf) __ h~vh. 
h ~ APah. 
Taking fine boundary limits, using (7.9), 
h ,  ~> hgah. 
Thus 
fl(hP~ntnh) fl (h - -  p~ln(q f )  __ h~ova) ' 
h| ~> m+/3(1 - -va)  = m+f l (1 - -va)  
or  
mho~ ~ fl(h - -  pr~ln(qf) _ howl). 
And, letting A --~ ~,  
(8.2) 
This is an additional necessary condition for h to be P-excessive, 
Let a positive H-superregular function h be given which satisfies (8.3). 
Let 
fl~ = f lH  and m h = mho~ - -  fl(h - -  h~ol). (8.4) 
We will form an h-process. As usual, (3.1)-(3.4) hold. We also need yah: 
vah = lim(Hah) '~ 1 = H -~ lim,~ H~"h. 
rnho~ >~ fl(h - -  h~ol). (8.3) 
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Rewrite (8.1) as 
h = Nf  + h| + hs. 
Since H"Nf  tends to 0, so does 1-I~Nf. Since h, 
also a Ha-potential. Hence, by (2.6), 
= )~P~ainhs, this term is 
va n = h~H-lva. 
From its definition, /3n is non-negative and non-zero. And m n is non- 
negative because of  (8.3). Finally, 
m n +/3h(1 --  va n) = h~[m +/3(1 --  va)]. 
Thus fin and rn h satisfy all the conditions to determine a non-minimal 
process relative to /7  h and q. We call this process pn. Then 
/3hp~,mln 
pa n = pa n,min + va n = H-1PaH. 
m~+/~h(1 -- van) 
Thus 
or  
hPahl ~ 1 
APatt ~ h, 
and h is a P-excessive function. 
Let us check this result in case P is recurrent. This happens only when 
m = 0 and v = 1. And since Hv = v, H is stochastic. Thus (8.1) takes 
the form h ----- ha l  + y, where y is superregular. Our boundary condition 
(8.3) requires that fly = 0. But /3 is not zero, y is superregular, hence 
y = 0. Thus h must be a constant function. So our result says that the 
excessive functions of a recurrent P are the constant functions. 
The P-invariant part of h is given by 
hinv = lim P(t) h = lim hPah = [I + 
~co h~0 + 
] lim hP~lnh. 
m +/3(1 --  v) a~0+ 
And, from (8.2), 
v/3 [ v)] [h - h ov]. GInln(qf) hlnv J + m +/3(1 --  
From (8.1) the last quantity in brackets is h , .  A simple computation 
yields (using (7.18)): 
m n 
h htnv = G(qf) Jr m+ ptdq " v)v. 
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We may summarize our results as follows: 
THEOREM 4. For the non-minimal processes given by Theorem 3, a 
non-negative function h is excessive if and only if it is H-superregular and it 
satisfies the boundary condition (8.3). The canonical decomposition with 
respect o P is 
m~ v + [I + v/3 l h G(qf) + h., (8.5) 
m + fl(1 --  v) m +/3(1 --  v)J 
where the first term is a classical potential, the second is a new type of 
potential, and the third is P-invariant. 
Feller and Dynkin characterize the various processes P(t) corresponding 
to a g iven/7  and q in terms of the range of Pa for bounded arguments. 
This set of  functions is independent of  A and uniquely determines its P. It 
seems to us probabilistically more natural to use the set of excessive 
functions to characterize the process. Of course this set is non-trivial only 
when P(t) is transient. For this case we will show that the excessive func- 
tions do indeed characterize the process, for the class we are considering. 
In the transient case m +/3(1 --  v) must be strictly positive, and this 
allows usto "normalize" the choice of  m and/3 (which are determined 
only up to a constant factor) by requiring: 
m +/3(1 --  v) ---- 1. (8.6) 
Then 
flpr~ln 
/3 ~> o, /3(1 - v~) < oo, /3(1 - v) ~< I. (8.7) 
q~ - 1 +/3(v  - v~) '  
And there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween/3's and processes. We 
may derive a simpler version of  the boundary condition for normalized 
/3'S; 
h~o ----- [m +/3(1 --  v)] h~ >//3(h -- h| (8.8) 
THEOREM 5. For the non-minimal processes given by Theorem 3, 
knowledge of which subset of the II-superregular function is excessive for a 
given transient P(t) uniquely determines P(t). 
PROOF: Let us consider superregular functions of  the form 
h = N.j + cv (8.9) 
for all statesj and all c ~> 0. Then h~ : c. Thus, from (8.8), h is excessive 
if and only if 
c ~ (flN)j. 
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Let yj be the least c for which (8.9) is excessive. Then yj = (/3N)~-, and 
/3 = y ( I  - -  17). Thus we have determined/3, and (8.7) together with (7.4) 
determine the Laplace transform of  the process. Q.E.D. 
For example, every superregular function is excessive for pmin. Hence 
all c ~> 0 yield excessive functions in (8.9) for every j. Thus y = 0 and 
hence t3 = 0. And/3 = 0 yields the minimal process. 
9. CLASSIFICATION OF THE NON-MINIMAL PROCESSES 
I f  we examine the non-minimal processes given by Theorem 3, we find 
that there is an essential difference between the case in which fl is a finite 
measure and when it is not. 
CASE 1. First let/3 be a finite measure. We introduce the measure 
a -- fl (9.1) 
rn + i l l "  
Then 
ap~ In 
(9.2) cPa-- 1--o~va" 
The only restriction on a is that it is a non-negative measure with a l  ~ 1. 
Every such a yields a process by means of (7.4) and (9.2), and no two 
different a's yield the same process. 
We can also give a simple interpretation for a. F rom (7.4) we see that 
q~(j) is the Laplace transform of the probability, "starting at oo," of being 
at j at time t. I f  every time the boundary (~)  is reached we restart the 
process with the starting distribution ~, then ava is the transform of the 
probabil ity of reaching oo next at time t, and 
~ = Z (~v~) ~~p~,~n, 
n 
in agreement with (9.2). Thus a is the new starting distribution when oo 
is reached, and 1 --  cd is the probabil ity that the process is stopped rather 
than restarted. 
vex G = [I + ~-~--~] G mln. (9.3) 
Hence the process is transient as long as av < 1. This means that the mean 
number of returns to oo, X(av)  ~, is finite. Indeed, if we write 
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then the first term is the mean time spent in a state before oo is 
reached, and the second term is the mean number of visits to o~ multiplied 
by the mean time spent in the state between visits to ~.  And the boundary 
condition (8.3) takes the highly intuitive form: 
h~ ~> ah, (9.4) 
that is, the value of the function "at  ~"  is at least as great as its expected 
value when it is returned. 
CASE 2. Next let us consider the case of an infinite measure fl for P 
transient. Then (8.7) is the normalized form for ~a 9 The restrictions on fl 
are that it is a non-negative infinite measure, that fl(1 --  va) is finite for all 
~, and fl(1 -- v) ~< 1. Every such fl yields a process, and no two fl's yield 
the same process. 
G = G rain -~ vflG rain. (9.5) 
This shows that the process behaves after reaching ~ as if it is restarted in 
state j a mean number fl(j) times. The fact that fl is an infinite measure 
shows that oo is reached infinitely often, and fl(1 --  v) is the probabi l i ty 
that the process does not end up at ~ .  The boundary condition takes the 
form: 
h~ ~ /3(h -- h~v), 
as shown in (8.8). 
CASE 3. Finally, consider an infinite measure /9 with a recurrent P. 
Then m = 0, hence 
(9.6) 
~ - B (1  - v~)"  
/3 may be any non-negative measure such that the denominator is finite 
for all 2~ > 0. Any such/3 yields a process, but the process determines/3 
only up to a constant multiple. We do not have an interpretation for/3- 
10. CONCLUSION 
We have characterized the excessive functions of  the minimal process, 
and have given a canonical decomposit ion for them. We have shown for 
a simple class of H 's  and q's that these results can be extended to non- 
minimal processes. Although our assumption severly limits the choice of 
/7 and q, we still obtain an interesting variety of non-minimal processes. 
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The methods used to obtain these results are useful in a much more 
general setting, and they lead to generalizations of  our results. This  will 
be the subject of  a forthcoming paper. 
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